I HAVE NOTHING TO DO EXCEPT LOVE
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I have nothing to do except love
I want nothing to do except love
I thought my life would be longer
A legacy shaped by a love
Has left me
Has left me here
I have nothing to do except love

I wait
I cry into the night
I can hear them in my heart
In another world we live together
They are all mounted on the wall
My family
All memories

I thought my life would be longer
To whom does my independence belong?
Learning how to be here, now
The impossible decision
To love what or to love whom?

A new role fills the middle
Saturdays waiting
Patience is a dull spike
But when
Or not
I wait
I just cry all the time
My memories
All alone

I was scared
I don’t dream big
About the future
I feel safe, comforted, and content

Feeling like this is enough
What you have is enough
How can I be happy with what I have? Now, I can be happy with what I have... Peace.